Preliminary Schedule for Simpson Student Research Symposium 2013*
(Updated 3/1/13)

9:00 - 10:00 • Registration ........................................... LaBaume-Rudat Hall

10:00 - 10:15 • Opening Plenary Session & Instructions ...................... LR204
   Larry McKinney

10:30 - 11:40 • Morning Parallel Sessions
SRSS Morning Session ................................................................. LR101
   Dr. Michelle Englom, Session Moderator
    10:30-11:00 Susan Rhyne, Medical Family Therapy: Therapeutic Support of Couples and Families Dealing with Chronic Illness (I moved from Late PM session to fill gap created by Chelsea’s withdrawal.)
    11:05-11:35 Kimber Serna, What is a Healthy Marriage?

SRSS Morning Discussion Panel....................................................... LR204
   Dr. Cherry McCabe, Discussion Panel Chairperson
   Janelle Roth, Connections of Media and Violence in China and North Korea
   Jiovanna Aguirre-Smith, Israel and Palestine: Road to Peace
   Stephen Lennstrom, The Relationship between Church and State

SRSS Morning Session ................................................................. LR201
   Dr. Paul Jones, Session Moderator
    10:30-10:50 Kevin Martin, The Perfect Shuffle, When shuffling can make a deck of cards less random
    10:55-11:15 Andrew Ward, Microbial Characterization of Simpson University Pond
    11:20-11:40 Brent Aaronson, Simpson University Pond Chemistry Study

11:45 - 12:30 • Lunch ....................................................... SU Cafeteria, Collard Room
   Lunch is available in the cafeteria with seating in the Collard Room. A limited quantity of lunch tickets are available at the registration table.
12:30 - 1:00 • Afternoon Plenary Session ................. SU Cafeteria, Collard Room

❖ Dr. Brian Larsen, Associate Professor of English
   "The Two Shall Become One: Faith and Learning, and the Unity of Knowledge"

1:15 - 2:25 • Early Afternoon Parallel Sessions

SRSS Early Afternoon Session ............................................................... LR101

Dr. Michelle Englom-Deglmann, Session Moderator

❖ 1:15-1:45 Rayelle Finlayson and Vanessa Areiza, Three in the Bed: Presentation on co-sleeping and its effect on the marriage and family

❖ 1:50-2:25 Dan Marshall, Attachment to God

SSRS Early Afternoon Discussion Panel ................................................. LR204

Dr. Mardy Philippian, Associate Professor of English, Discussion Panel Chairperson

Jessica Lewis, The Value of the Arts in Peacebuilding

Grace Slowik, The Other Concept: Literacy Theory Conceptualizing of the Other

Tim Medeiros, The Growth of Segregation: How Integration is Gradually Being Reversed in the Post-Brown Era

SSRS Early Afternoon Session ............................................................... LR201

Dr. Wayne Norman, Session Moderator

❖ 1:15-1:35 Taylor Cardoza, Marriage of Non-Pharmacological and Medicinal Treatments for Pain in Chronic Disease Processes

❖ 1:40-2:25 Suzannah Goerzen, Timothy Jon, Stephen Lennstrom, Dani Perez, Amanda Rippee, Grant Shields, Kaila Smith

2:30 - 3:20 • Student Poster Session ................................................. LR103 and First Floor

Coffee and refreshments available outside of LR204 on the second floor of LaBaume-Rudat Hall.
3:30 - 4:40 • Late Afternoon Parallel Sessions

SSRS Late Afternoon Session ............................................. LR101
Dr. Danielle Beck, Session Moderator

❖ 3:30 - 3:50 Kimber Serna, *Circumplex Model for the Treatment of Childhood Obesity*

❖ 3:55 - 4:15 Tiffany Cahoon, *Qualities of a Successful Marriage and Education Colide*

SSRS Late Afternoon Discussion Panel ............................................. LR204

Dr. John Ayabe, Assistant Professor of History, Discussion Panel Chairperson

Kelly Warner, *The Romanticization of Pocahontas: Discovering the Truth Behind the Legend*

Ahnaleza Wilseck, *How Marx Transcended European Social Theory*

Bethany Scettrini, *The Necessity of Female Community for Creating Discourse and Preserving Heritage in Amy Tan's The Joy Luck Club*

*NOTE: The assignments of presenters are subject to change. Please check monitors located in LaBaume-Rudat Hall on the day of the symposium.*